PRESS RELEASE
Safic-Alcan extends distribution agreement with Arlanxeo
Paris-La Défense, Oct 2, 2018 – Effective Jan 1st. 2019, Safic-Alcan, an international
specialty chemicals distributor, is pleased to announce an extended exclusive
agreement with Arlanxeo for Keltan® distribution in France.
Drawing on their successful partnership with Safic-Alcan for Italy, Benelux, Germany,
Austria, Switzerland and Czech Republic, Arlanxeo has decided to extend its existing
Keltan® distribution agreement to France.
Recognized globally, the Keltan® brand is synonymous with quality and reliability and as
such is a valued supplier and partner in EP(D)M. The portfolio of Keltan® contains a wide
range of grades, offering a huge diversity of properties that offer freedom in recipe
formulations, product design and processing windows.
Keltan® grades are used in a wide variety of everyday products, ranging from wire & cable to
household appliances, automotive, tire & tube, roofing & geo-membranes and other
miscellaneous rubber articles.
Safic-Alcan teams are looking forward to further developments with well established and
innovative new Keltan® grades with customers in France, by taking advantage of synergies
with their whole and complete product range of additives for EP(D)M applications. SaficAlcan is well known for its high quality of service and strong technical support for
continuously offering new technical solutions for rubber formulations that responds to special
needs to pass more demanding specifications or SH&E regulations and Keltan® grades and
Arlanxeo support represents obvisouly a perfect fit with those key objectives.
“We are happy to extend our partenerhip with Arlanxeo to the French market where we have
an important demand for high quality EPDM”, said Philippe Combette, CEO of Safic-Alcan
About Safic-Alcan
Safic-Alcan is a French independent distributor of speciality chemicals headquartered in Paris-La
Défense (France). The Company develops and provides wide ranges of polymers, materials and
additives for the rubber, coatings, pharmaceuticals and cosmetics industries.
The Group is present in all major countries of the European Union, as well as in Turkey, and China
with on-going strategic development in Eastern Europe, the USA and Mexico. In 2017,
Safic-Alcan posted sales revenues of 565 M€.
http://www.safic-alcan.com/en/
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